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Highlights 

- Unfortunately, there is no management plan for identifying and developing walking 

tracks, preserving and/or improving the accessible tracks in terms of required 

facilities for visitors such as, sign along the tracks, length of the track and the exact 

location of view points within the tracks. 

- Investigation of environmental conditions of walking tracks showed that they are 

different in terms of the slope, length, time, difficulty, track width and visual 

attractions and have potential to be introduced for various visitors with different 

desires and abilities. Moreover, these walking tracks provide the opportunity to see 

different natural landscape of the area. 
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Importance 

The importance and necessity of considering and introducing of walking 

tracks, as one of the most popular recreation activities in Ziyarat Basin, can be 

classified as follows:  

- Introduction of environmental, ecological and aesthetic values of the area, 

- Protection and conservation of the natural environment of the area, 

- Providing different opportunities for different users with various desires and 

abilities, and 

- Environmental education of different kind of  tourists  

 

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

In this research walking tracks of Ziyarat Basin, which is one of the most 

important natural recreational areas in Golestan province, located at 13 km in the 

southern part of Gorgan (capital city of Golestan province) has been investigated. 

Analysis and comparison of the tracks in terms of the environmental conditions 

and facilities such as length, time, slope and surface type in order to introduce the 

most appropriate tracks based on visitors' ability and desires are the aim of this 

research. Therefore, a field survey was conducted to listing and recording the 

available facilities along the tracks and also recording the location of the tracks 

and their features such as view points using GPS. In addition, the scenic quality 

assessment of these tracks has been done based on the perception approach using 

photography. 
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

In this research, 23 walking tracks were investigated and identified (Figure 1). The 

walking tracks in the north part of the Ziyarat Basin include Kharchang Spring track, 

Naharkhoran- Sefidcheshmeh track and Nooroshohada-Sefidcheshmeh track. In the east 

part of the basin, the walking tracks were identified as Shamsak, Panjafra, Jozvali, Marsang, 

Kachaf-Zebleh and Marsang-Zebleh. In the southern part, Ziyarat Waterfall track, 

Chomazchal track, Sooteh Spring track, Gormehtoo track, Talanbar track and Lendehkooh-

Gerdehkooh track are located. In the west part of the basin, Sardansar track, Alidigah track, 

Poshteh Kamar track, Khoshdareh track, Khoshdareh-Sefidcheshmeh track, Mazookesh 

track, Mazookesh-Sefidcheshmeh track and Gandisara track were identified.  

Investigation of environmental conditions of the walking tracks within the Ziyarat Basin 

showed that they are different in slope, length, time, difficulty, track width and visual 

attractions and have potential to be introduced to different visitors with different abilities 

and desires. 

 

 

Figure 1. Final map of the Ziyarat Basin walking tracks. 

 

 

 

 


